
50HZ 60HZelectrical control units 

The NEXYS, SDMO's new entry-level control unit, enables operation in both manual and automatic mode. Modular in design, it 
offers high-quality basic functions, allowing easy and reliable operation of your generating set.

  INTRODUCTION NEXyS

Emergency stop 
button

ON/OFF key 
switch

Fuse

Scrolling display button / Generating set stop button / Generating set start button

lCD displayOperation lEDs
(Alarm and fault)

Panel lighting

location 
of options

TYPES OF CONTROL UNIT NEXYS TELYS KERYS
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  OPERATION AND PROTECTION

Symbols for operation, alarms and faults

AUTO Operation
Air preheating
Fuel level
Coolant temperature
Oil pressure
Battery voltage:

Overspeed
Fail to start
low fuel indicator
Coolant temperature
Oil pressure
Charging alternator
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Alarms and faults

  MEASUREMENTS

Standard LCD display

Frequency (hz)
Battery voltage (V)

Time(1)(s)

Working hours counter
1st line: Hours

2nd line: 10th of an hour
Time(1)(s)

Generating set speed 
(rpm)

Battery voltage (V)
Time(1)(s)

(1) Air preheating, start-up attempt, micro-disconnection, mains return

Standard
Option
Not possibleX
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  INTRODUCTION TELyS

Alarm lEDs  

Fault lEDs    Telys "live" lED

Generating set start button

Generating 
set stop 
button

Menu access 
button

ESCAPE 
button

Scrolling and 
selecting 
wheel

Display screen made up of 4 zones:

Fuse

ON/OFF key

Emergency 
stop push 
button

2 USB ports under 
a sealed cover

The Telys can now be fitted with  
viewing and remote control 

options, allowing the generating 
set to be actively monitored and 

managed for increased protection.

ZONE 1: Operation mode 
(generating set running/auto/manual) 

ZONE 2: Display of functions via 
pictograms

ZONE 3: Display of mechanical and 
electrical values and the associated 
measurements

ZONE 4 : Operating messages and 
parameter settings menu

TELYS
IN

FIGURES
Operation at

 -20°C to +60°C
Hygrometry: 

95% at 45°, 70% at 50°C, 
50% at 60°C

5 language options,  
numerous optional  

languages
Option to connect  
 up to 5 additional 

I/O modules 
(4 inputs/6 outputs) (b)

Telys, SDMO's flagship product, integrates new options and offers improved ergonomics and a more user-friendly design. It is 
even more straightforward, with the emphasis on communication (USB connections, PC connections, control software and remote 
operation).

Its design, inspired by the NEXYS, has reduced the number 
of buttons to offer you simplicity when operating your 
generating set. It also offers the following new features:

- Integrated maintenance monitoring programme (on-screen  
  display of future maintenance operations)

- Built-in fault finding tool guiding the user in the event of  
  any alarms or faults

- Viewing and remote control functions with option to send(b) an  
  E-mail, text message or fax in the event of a warning or a fault

- Optional tropicalisation of the cards to provide protection 
  in extremely humid conditions (b)

- Compliance with numerous legal and regulatory requirements  
  (EC)

- Screen with contrast adapted to all types of lighting

(b) As an option



The KERYS is a user-friendly, easy to grasp tool, offering a wide range of functions. It is fitted as standard to all generating sets 
designed for coupling applications, and can be fitted as an option, from 200 kVA, to the rest of our applications. So that all the 
requirements of high and low voltage power plants can be met, the KERYS can be built into the console, fitted directly onto the 
generating set or on a separate cabinet. It complies with CE, Ul and CSA standards.

7.4 inch lCD TFT 
Display screen
Colour graphic display
Touch screen
Dimensions: 154 mm x 
86 mm

The KERYS is available in two versions. The basic MMI (Man/Machine Interface) includes a monochrome lCD  screen with a functions 
keypad. The top of the range version of the KERYS Tactil has a TFT colour touch screen. Both of these two versions has an ergonomic 
interface for configuration, operation or fault finding.

  INTRODUCTION KERyS

  ADDITIONAl SPECIFICATIONS

Control keypad 
with display LEDs

Selecting manual mode
Selecting stop mode
Selecting automatic mode
Opening/closing the 
generating set circuit breaker
Activating/deactivating the test
Opening/closing the grid 
circuit breaker
lED test
Stop horn
Fault clearance

Arrow keys 
with lED showing activity

Parameter setting 
keypad
For setting parameters, 
navigating and directly 
accessing the screens

Measurements
Power factor in the different screens
Active and reactive powers
Synchronism (difference in phase, voltage and 
frequency)
Harmonics in voltage and current

Safety features
Overload, short circuit
Phase current direction
Neutral current
Reverse component
Voltage reserve
Thermal image
Presence and absence of voltage
Maximum active power
Active and reactive power return
Homo-polar current and homo-polar current 
direction
Restricted earth and homo-polar voltage
Vector jump, min Z and df/dt

Synchronisation
Manual and automatic
Frequency and voltage equalisation

Adjustment
Speed and voltage
Switching frequency and voltage set values
Adjusting frequency and voltage set values
Adjusting active and reactive power set values
Active and reactive power surge keyway
Active and reactive power distribution
Active and reactive power return setting
Manual control of speed and voltage regulations

Communication
In local mode or remote mode
Built-in web server
Via RS485 connection
Via Ethernet (in local mode) and Internet (in 
remote mode)

Plus points integrated as standard
Fault finding aid
Assistance and maintenance (history, sending of 
e-mails...)
Mechanical and electrical parameter archives and 
curves
load impact management
Addition of supplementary software without 
external tool

Configurations
A612: Generating set without grid
A622: Generating set with normal/emergency 
switch and grid without coupling
A633: Production plant without grid
A634: Production plant with grid and normal/
emergency switch (no grid coupling)
A641: Generating set with permanent coupling 
to grid without normal/emergency switch - Grid 
coupling + resale
A642: Generating set with permanent coupling 
to grid without normal/emergency switch - Grid 
coupling + power level 0 kW on the grid
A651: Generating set with temporary coupling to grid 
and normal/emergency switch
A661: Generating set with permanent coupling 
to grid and normal/emergency switch

The KERYS and KERYS Tactil are supplied as standard with integrated operational software. The 60 screen options enable you to have complete control over 
your installation, regardless of the distance (operation and parameter setting).

Display 
screen

for electrical 
data

REMOTE OPERATION AND CONTROl
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